INTRODUCTION
"General writer identification problem" is basically is a writer identification problem in which images of handwritings of different authors are there in our database, at this point we are given a sample image of an unknown writer and we have to tell who is the writer of the image sample with the specialty that our data base is not restricted to a particular script and allows different scripts to be there in our database. Normally in this kind of problem our database consists of single script writing for example Hindi, English, Bengali etc and unknown sample also comes under the same script but in case of General writer identification problem we release this restriction and allow multi-script to be there in our database. Though it seems to be a generalization of single script writer identification problem to multi-script environment but this is not really the case and you yourself will start believing this as we go farther and farther into the detail of discussion. As far as single script writer identification problem is concerned several excellent work have already been done for script like English, Bengali, Hindi, French etc. For most of the solution, they have used a common way of attacking this problem which is to use pattern recognition technique i e extraction of a set of features from the hand writing of known writer and then based on these features classify the writer of an unknown sample as one of the known writer.
They have mainly concentrated on all-o graph level features on a script under consideration which have been extracted by segmenting the text into lines, words, characters, grapheme s etc. The use of allograph level feature requires knowledge in a particular script ie. how to segment word into character or grapheme etc. And therefore extension of the method based on allograph level features is not straight forward to tackle multi-script problem where writer may write in different scripts. So we need a completely different treatment to solve our problem and need to extract those kind of features which are script independent that's why we need to go through the very low level at the pixel level of the image sample. Unlike single script writer identification problem not much work have been done in this area so far. Now in our method the basic idea which we have used is that we have viewed hand writing image as a sequence of pixel value and have tried to predict value of a pixel location by using previous pixel values say last n terms. Let for the kth location we want to predict its pixel value say Y k by using previous n terms. Let ,......,a n ) are said to be AR coefficient of this image or image signal. AR coefficient for each image represents that particular writer. Now for the unknown sample it's AR coefficients are calculated and it's Euclidean distance with AR coefficients of all other images are calculated and whichever is found to be minimum declared as the hand writing of given image sample.
II.

METHODS
AR coefficient
The definition that will be used here is as follows
Where a i are the auto regression coefficients, x t is the series under investigation, and N is the order (length) of the filter which is generally very much less than the length of the series. The noise term or residue, є in the above, is almost always assumed to be Gaussian white noise. Verbally, the current term of the series can be estimated by a linear weighted sum of previous terms in the series. The weights are the auto regression coefficients. The problem in AR analysis is to derive the "best" values for a i given a series x t .
AR coefficients computed from an image written by a specific writer characterizes that writer. Say, there are w writers; each of them contributes one sample. Let Θ i be the estimated AR model coefficients for the i-th writer.
For an unknown sample, at first the AR model coefficients are computed. Let Θ o be the estimated coefficients for this sample. Next, the Euclidean distance between this sample and any of the N samples of the reference database is computed as follows
It is decided that the given sample is written by the j-th writer if
) for all i. 
III. FIGURES AND TABLES
CONCLUSION
The data set which is used to conduct this experiment is RIMES DATA SET . The training set used for writer identification task consists of 300 writers each contributed a letter containing reasonable amount of text.
The letters are written in French. The test set used here consists of 100 samples. Test samples contain smaller (one-third or less) amount of text than that of the training samples. Each of the writers contributing these test samples has also given training samples. Therefore, ideally there should not be any rejection while identifying the writer for a given test sample. At first, writer identification performance is tested on RIMES dataset. Gray images are converted into binary ones. Results are shown in Table- 1. Effectiveness of using three different contexts as shown in fig. 1 are investigated separately. It is observed that bigger contexts outperform smaller one, e.g. 34-order AR coefficients perform better than 24-order coefficients. Identification results in lower resolution are inferior as reported in Table- 1 therefore, further experimental results are only reported on the original image resolution, i.e. 300dpi. Interesting to note that top-1 results are not impressive (at best 57%) but the accuracy rapidly increases to a significant level (at best 97%) when top 10 choices are considered.
